LET YOUR EXPERTISE SHINE
As a valued and important member of TAPPI’s International Flexible Packaging and Extrusion Division
(formerly PLACE), you are invited to serve as a session developer and/or moderator at the 2018 Flexible
Packaging Conference, April 23 – 25, at the Omni Hotel in Charlotte, NC.

This year’s theme is “Setting the Pace for Innovation in Flexible Packaging”.
Suggested Session Topics
As respected professionals in the flexible packaging and extrusion field, you intuitively know the topics
that are foremost on your colleagues’ minds. What are the new innovations? How can I help my
company advance? What technologies can be put to use for sustained advantage? To help get your
analytical juices flowing, we’ve listed some potential topics here:
-Innovations in Packaging for E-commerce
-New adhesive breakthrough technology
-Breakthroughs in resin technology
-New die design
-Extrusion coating optimizing & processing
-Screw designs for blown/cast
-Advances in equipment for Extrusion Coating
-Sealing, Modeling and Implementation
-Film Developments used in Laminations
(including advances in metallization technologies)
-Academic Exchange: Package Design, Process
-and performance

-Surface treatment advances
-High Performance Coatings
-Web Handling and Equipment
-New technology in materials: PE blown & cast
-New adhesive technologies
-Emerging technologies (digital, 3D prototyping)
-Advances in equipment development
extrusion
-Advancements in barrier/ lamination
applications
-Sustainable Packaging – recycling/biopolymers
-Sealing, and Implementation
biodegradable/compostable

Tips for Selecting Topics
1. How new is the material?
2. How many people would be interested in the presentation?
3. Can this topic be presented in a non-commercial way?

What TAPPI Provides
TAPPI provides laptops for each session and all presentations will be loaded onto them prior to the
beginning of your session. In addition, you are given the same reduced registration rate as the speakers.
What Session Developer/Moderators Do
1. Select and invite speakers (three or four depending on session length). Sessions are typically 1.5

- 2 hours long and each presentation lasts 30 minutes.
2. Speakers must upload their presentations into TAPPI’s speaker management system so you have
access to review online.
3. Conduct follow-up if presentations have not been submitted by deadline.
4. Act as the session moderator at the event.
a. Attend the speaker breakfast on the day of your session to meet with your speakers
b. Introduce each speaker (bio will be supplied by TAPPI)
c. Moderate time so that speakers stay within their allotted time
d. Facilitate any Q&A as necessary

Tips for Soliciting Speakers
If needed, we’ve provided some tips here to connect with potential speakers:
Ask five people you respect for two to three recommendations for a technically qualified speaker on
your subject. After compiling your list, the same name or names will appear several times. Once a
pattern emerges and several people have recommended the same speaker, you know whom to
approach.
Other sources for locating speakers include:
 Professional colleagues
 Committee members
 Academics from universities
 Published authors on the subject
 Independent consultants active in the field
 Speakers from other meetings on the subject
Four criteria should be used in selecting speakers:
 Credentials (include academic qualification, job experiences and speaking ability)
 Expertise (refers to excellence of reputation as an expert in a particular area)
 Delivery (refers to the quality of the speaker’s presentation technique)
 Context (refers to the match between the speaker’s credentials, expertise, and delivery, the
program’s objectives, and participants’ needs)
Conference Timeline
Here are some important deadlines to keep in mind:
 August 15, 2017: Abstracts due to TAPPI
 September 25, 2017: Full Program Drafted
 September 29, 2017: Abstract acceptances issued by TAPPI
 December 1, 2017: Final Technical Papers uploaded to Speaker Management System for review
by peer review team
 December 11, 2017: Final Power Points uploaded to Speaker Management System for review by
peer review team
 March 10, 2018: All final power points and papers due to TAPPI – NO CHANGES AFTER THIS
DATE
 April 23, 2018: Conference begins
Interested in participating? Contact Technical Program Chair Didem Oner-Deliormanli at doner-

deliormanli@dow.com, or via phone at 979-238-1059.

